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The Appointed Representative business
model is fast becoming the most relevant
model for individuals and teams starting
and building their brokerages. There
are close to 500 commercial appointed
representatives in the UK. This is over
20% of all retail brokers and is the fastest
growing sector of the market.
Recognising the importance of this sector,
we have conducted the first survey
of commercial insurance Appointed

74

Amongst the findings:-

Representatives in the UK to find their
views on a wide range of subjects
ranging from the impact of Coronavirus,
consolidation and the hardening insurance
market.
Our survey took in AR’s from all parts of
the sector; their Principals ranged from
retail brokers to dedicated AR networks.
In total, we had 88 respondents from
brokerages based throughout the UK.

12

74%

12%

of respondents rated their
ability to compete against the
wider market as high or very
high.

of respondents felt that
market consolidation was a
threat and 56% sees this as
an opportunity.

Insurance service levels are seen as the biggest threat, followed by
the impact of Covid-19 and the effect of the hard market.

77

77%

of Appointed Representatives expected to
grow this year with 23% anticipating strong
growth.
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Coronavirus
Covid-19 and its effects presented
the biggest challenges in 2020. Not
surprisingly, the economic impact of the
pandemic remains the biggest concern for
2021.
Before Covid-19, 92% of appointed
representatives were forecasting growth in
2020 with the remaining 8% expecting to
transact about the same level of premium
as in 2019.
44% said that the pandemic harmed
growth plans with the ability to prospect,
network and build a pipeline of new
business highlighted as the biggest
challenge of 2020 by 31% of respondents.
“New business is a real issue in
securing good solid opportunities
mostly on a remote basis. Retention
of existing clients for that reason is
almost 100%. However, 2020 plans
were for a significant new business
drive which has stalled.”

A third of respondents said that the
pandemic had no impact on growth plans
and 22% reported a positive impact.
“I believe it is due to people
suddenly getting risk at the
forefront of their minds. They have
(suddenly) realised they haven’t
been taking it seriously enough
and therefore want to speak to
someone who understands it.”
When it comes to supporting clients, 45%
of respondents said their biggest challenge
was insurers inability to adapt to remote
working practices and 31% reported
lockdown restrictions preventing face-toface meetings with clients.
“The ability to see clients and
network is the biggest concern
for my business - very difficult to
achieve good relationships over
Zoom.”

What impact did
COVID-19 have on your
2020 growth plans?
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Hardening Market
77% of appointed representatives expect
to grow in a hardening market, with
54% saying it provided an opportunity
for incremental growth and 23% strong
growth.
“Many businesses, are facing
increases because of Covid-19 and
they will want to check the market.
The same happened in the last hard
market. I am much more popular
at Board level because it all needs
explaining at a higher level.”

14% of appointed representatives think
that the hardening market will cause a
decrease in business.
“I am concerned about renewal
retention as clients seek cheaper
prices elsewhere and having
adequate markets for certain
sectors.”
Generally, a hardening market is regarded
as financially beneficial but places greater
demands and increased workloads.

What effect will the
hardening market
have on your business
in 2021?
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Consolidation and Competing Against the Wider Market
The prevailing sentiment is that the
consolidation of the broking market is a
positive factor for the small independent
broker providing good growth
opportunities.
56% of appointed representatives see
consolidation as an opportunity, 29% are
neutral and 15% see it as a threat.

71% of appointed representatives rate
their ability to compete against the wider
market as high or very high. 24% are
neutral about their ability to compete
against the wider market and only 4%
rated their ability to compete against the
wider market as low.

How do you view the growing rate of consolidation activity
in the sector?

71

71%

of appointed representatives rate their
ability to compete against the wider
market as high or very high
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The Economy
22% of respondents said that economic
uncertainty was their biggest concern
in 2021. While the loss of clients due to
business closure does not seem to have
happened yet, there is concern about
the closure of businesses during 2021,
particularly after government support is
withdrawn.
“My scope of growth is with SME
clients. They seem to be more
impacted by Covid-19 and any
recovery will take quite some time
to realise.”

22

22%

Retention of existing clients whose
businesses are struggling due to Covid-19
restrictions is also a concern.
“A weak economy will lead to a
significant re-broking exercise of
existing business with low premium
becoming the policyholders’ key
driver. I am already seeing clients
cutting cover and demand in
reductions in insurance cost.”
Overall, the findings reflected the robust
nature of the sector and its importance to
the overall economy.

of respondents said that economic
uncertainty was their biggest concern
in 2021
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Insurer Service Levels

The ability of insurers to provide the
necessary service levels to retain existing
clients and win new business was
highlighted as the biggest concern this
year for 21% of appointed representatives.
“We need quicker turnarounds and
Covid-19 should no longer be an
excuse as to why they can’t provide
answers/quotes etc.”

21

21%

Respondents thought that insurer
workload, as well as remote working, were
the main issues.
“Insurers inability to service
their current workload makes it
a challenge for me to provide a
continued and consistent good
service. Clients have expectation
levels which are often not met.”

highlighted the ability of insures to
provide the necessary service levels
to retain existing clients and win new
business as the biggest concern this year
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Other Findings
Unsurprisingly amongst other issues
arising from the survey were many
relating to the challenges which are being
found by many businesses during the
uniquely challenging times. Face-to-face
interaction with both clients and prospects
was a key activity for many Appointed
Representatives in a pre Covid-19 world;
networking was a key driver of business

growth and finding new ways to generate
quality new business opportunities is a key
priority for many.
Brexit did not feature as a major
concern or opportunity for appointed
representatives, which likely reflects the
local client base of many ARs as well as the
more pressing nature of the pandemic.

Summary
The Appointed Representative sector has
embraced the opportunities that have
arisen during changing times and remain
highly focussed on providing a high level
of service to their clients. Developments
in the marketplace in particular
consolidation and a hardening market
provide the opportunity to differentiate

themselves from less flexible competitors.
The increasing number of Appointed
Representatives and new start-ups against
a backdrop of the ongoing reduction in the
Directly Authorised bears testimony to the
increasing relevance of this model, in the
UK insurance broking market place.
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About Momentum
Momentum was established in 2010 by MD Howard Pepper, recognising the increasing
challenges faced by the independent insurance broker and the lack of support services
available to them. The Appointed Representative model was well established in a number
of other countries and bringing the best aspects of them to the UK was his aim. The
objective was to open up the insurance market to forward thinking brokers who wanted to
run their own brokerage.
Since then, Momentum has helped over 100 insurance professionals start an insurance
broking business. From its hub in Leicester, the Momentum team of over 60 insurance
professionals supports a network of 75 appointed representative businesses.
Visit momentumsolutions.co.uk for more information or read a short profile of our
leadership team below.
Howard Pepper - Managing Director
Howard has over 30 years’ experience in the insurance industry. As a Managing Director at
Marsh & McLennan (formerly Sedgwick plc in the UK) from 1981 to 2005, he had regional
responsibility for retail insurance broking in the UK. He then joined Oval Insurance Broking
and was appointed Managing Director of the Insurance Broking business in 2007. Howard
has an excellent track record developing profitable and client focused businesses across
multiple locations.
Click here to view Howard’s LinkedIn profile.
Hazel Westwood - Operations Director
Hazel has been working in the insurance industry for more than 20 years with both local
and national brokers and was part of the team that established Momentum in 2010.
With a focus on efficiency, quality and compliance, Hazel is dedicated to the continuous
improvement of the Momentum service offering and the development of the AR model.
Click here to view Hazel’s LinkedIn profile.
Alistair Body - Business Development Director
Alistair has worked in the insurance industry for over 20 years and most recently in the
UK since he migrated to the UK from New Zealand in 2003. Having originally come from
a claims management background he has more recently held senior roles in broker
management both at NIG and Ten Insurance.
Click here to view Alistair’s LinkedIn profile.
Matthew Brunton – Broking Director
Matt has been part of Momentum since 2010, joining the team from a role at Ten
Insurance. Working closely with all stakeholders, Matt and his team are responsible for
developing and delivering a client-centric broking strategy that supports AR’s and Insurers
alike to ensure a sustainable working relationship.
Click here to view Matthew’s LinkedIn profile.
For more information contact:
Alistair Body
Alistair.Body@momentumsolutions.co.uk
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